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«By developing the right composite technology. the
manufacturing process became laborious since we
had to overcome the challenges of the nature such
as shrinkage, discoloration, breakage, ect., which is
common to composite resins and overall providing
outstanding restorations which can not be achieved
by the free hand layering composite techniques.
It was a rigid process collecting the data, then
applying it to create a finished product that would
represent the technology that is a cut above the
rest. The idea behind is to simplify the the treatment
process as well as the quality outcome.»
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Like all great inventions made at the basement in
the likes of the late Steve Jobs or Bill Gates,
the story of another brilliant inventor who hails
from Wolfurt, Austria has conquered the dental
industry with the rise of edelweiss dentistry.
Since its launch, edelweiss has been known to
pioneer the only direct veneering system that has
overcome the disadvantages of organic fillers
that are commonly used in composite veneers.
Using the laser sintered concept invented by Dr.
Stephan Lampl, CEO and Founder of edelweiss
dentistry, this technology has surpassed the
bounds of composite failure rates, thereby
obtaining greater aesthetics and function.
Bordering genius, Dr. Stephan Lampl is one of
the most celebrated man today in the dental
profession claiming the first and only laser
sintered prefabricated veneering system that
surpasses patient expectations using simple and
controlled clinical procedures.

Dr. Stephan Lampl
gained considerable and profound knowledge
about the dental industry. He joined Coltène/
Whaledent AG (Altstätten, Switzerland) and
developed his career through to the position of the
Vice President of Global Marketing and Member of
the Board.
For more than a decade, Dr. Stephan acquired a
remarkable dental career as one of the foremost
and highly esteemed lecturers and KOL on a global
scale. He holds a degree in MDT, B.D.S., a Master
degree in Restorative Dentistry and a Master
clinician degree in Esthetic Dentistry. As he is a man
of many promising dreams, his achievements pose
strong appraisals for his notable works today and in
the future. The inspiration for his first invention goes
back to 2005. It was then on with his consistent
research that he invented more innovations until
he was inspired to create one of the foremost
veneering systems that gave birth to edelweiss.
“My patients are my greatest inspiration. Coming
from a family with a strong dental background,
troughout three generations, we can see the
challenges of our dentists through their patients.
We want to see a functional results without compromising occlusion and aesthetics so we worked on
finding solutions that will answer their concerns.”

